Ford: select moderate for V.P.

Detroit gears up for GOP delegates

Developers quarrel over lease certainty

Inside

Reassuring opposition

Reassuring opposition from moderate and conservative forces has made it possible for Reagan's campaign to hold firm on its platform promise to rate-erase outgoing President Jimmy Carter.

Leanne Ballew, the White House correspondent for the Republican Party, said Reagan's campaign is solidifying its position on a number of issues, including the proposed constitutional amendment to eliminate the Equal Rights Amendment. The amendment has been favored by the Republican Party and, according to Ballew, is not under consideration by the moderate candidates, who are still weighing their options.

Scoop follows HEC into red;
first concert costly experience

Vandals are suspected in City High fire

His master's hand

The master's hand

Iowa City's Vandalism Prevention Committee will investigate the weekend vandalism at the City High School football stadium.

LEADERS OF THE NATIONAL
IOWA GOP PREDICTS CLEAN SWEEP
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BrieLly

Former hostage looks "real good"

WESTMINSTER, West Germany (UPI) — Former hostage Michael Dorn, who was recently released from captivity by the Islamic Republic of Iran, looked "real good" after his release from the El-Air Peace Hospital where he was in recuperating after being released from captivity.

Dorn was released into the arms of his parents, who were waiting for him in their home in Tehran. He was listed in excellent condition and said he was happy to be back home.

"I'm so happy to be home," Dorn said. "I can't wait to see my family and friends."
Diabetes research funds in doubt

In recent years, but Congress will decide funding for the Joslin Diabetes Research Center from a situation where there wasn't any research.

"Diabetes research has been through the National Institutes of Health," said the professor of the UI's Department of Internal Medicine. "The growth of the center is restricted by the availability of federal funds."

"The center was established in 1981 with a $435,000 grant from the National Institute of Diabetes, but that we have a comprehensive ability to pursue the disease, we don't have much of an idea of how insulin works," said Granner.

"Any decision made by Congress this year will not affect funding for centers already in existence until their five-year authorization runs out," said Granner.
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Kottek's music lifts steel-string to a new level

Music

"Kottek proves above all that the steel-string can be handled and intertwined with aural excitement and exuberance. He proves that the guitar can be handled as a guitar, not as a musical instrument alone. Kottek proves above all that the steel-string can be handled and intertwined with subtlety and sensibility."

Handcastings: Intriguing collection of unusal art

An exhibit of terracotta hands on display at the West One Way at U-Haip is a part of a collection of hands made by Charles E. Platt, A.D., the handmaker who proved that the steel-string can be handled and intertwined with the electric guitar. Kottek proves above all that the electric guitar can be handled and intertwined with "loan of hands". Kottek proves above all that the steel-string can be handled and intertwined with "loan of hands".

The Breedings: a promising new eatery

A recent dinner at the newly-opened Breedings restaurant (where the Bud Miller used to be), though not a total success, promised a bright future. We were very pleasantly surprised to find that dinner (including two drinks apiece) had come to just $8.10-

The Breedlings, located at 355 W. Washington St. with the entrance on State Street, has a large and airy dining room. Shortly after 5 p.m. on Friday, Sept. 4, they had 226 customers. A smiling waitress greeted each customer and then brought out their menus. The menu was an extensive one, containing both meat and vegetarian dishes. The meat dishes included such items as chicken a la king, beef stir-fry, and pork chop. The vegetarian dishes included salads, soups, and pastas. A large glass of iced tea was served with each meal.

The breading was validar and well cooked. The chicken was cooked to perfection, and the pork chop was juicy and flavorful. The sides of vegetables were fresh and cooked just right. The service was friendly and efficient. We would definitely recommend The Breedlings to others.
Three men charged with motorcycle theft

Police beat

Sheriff's officials gave the following account of the incident. At approximately 1 a.m. Sunday deputies were investigating an automobile accident reported to American Legion officials in Iowa City. When they stopped a suspicious pick-up truck, they were able to make an arrest.

The two youths were apprehended at about 11:30 p.m. At 11:40 p.m., police were on the scene of the accident when they saw two youths who had attempted to rob a police officer.

Two Iowa City youths were charged with second-degree burglary, one of the group was also charged with assault in connection with two separate incidents in downtown Iowa City. Police.
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How to roast A Small senator for dinner

by Stephen Hodge

Art Small stood solemnly. 'The crowd hooted at me with its best words would be good.

"I don't know about all of you, but during the last few years I've learned a lot.

"Or rather, I've learned that I don't know very much."

"But neither do you," a voice interrupted from the back of the room. "Of course, I didn't mean to imply that you were the only one."
News: The Daily Iowan
Families share UI workshop

by Diane Weinfurt

Around 30 parents and children were turned out for a family early childhood class at the United Family Children's Center. The parents of children in the program made an early appearance for the class, which was designed to be held at the beginning of the school year to help parents and children get used to each other and understand one another's needs.

During the workshop, the parents and children were divided into two groups and were asked to work together on different activities. The parents were asked to discuss their children's strengths and weaknesses, and the children were asked to discuss their own interests and hobbies.

One of the activities involved the parents and children working together to create a story about a family trip. The parents were asked to brainstorm different ideas for the story, and the children were asked to choose which ideas they wanted to include.

The workshop was a great success, and the parents and children were all very happy with the results. The next workshop is scheduled for early October, and the parents and children are looking forward to it.

Convention

Continued from page 1

On Sunday, the convention will continue with a panel discussion on the future of the newspaper. The panelists will include the editor of the Daily Iowan, the president of the Daily Iowan Association, and a representative of the Iowa Press Association.

The convention will also feature a variety of workshops and seminars, including a session on the use of social media in journalism, a workshop on how to write a compelling news story, and a seminar on how to use multimedia tools to enhance your reporting.

Hotel

Continued from page 1

"In Iowa," she said, "we have a saying, 'If you can't get there by 9, you're not in Iowa.' So we're really looking forward to having the opportunity to stay in a hotel that's close to the convention center.

The hotel will also have a coffee shop and a restaurant, so you can enjoy a cup of coffee or a meal while you're taking a break from the convention.

Caucus

Continued from page 1

"I think that the caucus is a great opportunity for the members of the Iowan Association to come together and discuss the issues that are important to them," said Smith. "It's a chance for us to learn from each other and to work together to make the Daily Iowan the best it can be.

But, she added, "We also have a responsibility to the students who work for the Daily Iowan. We need to be sure that they are well-trained and that they have the tools they need to succeed."
UI club wins 2nd straight soccer title

By Don O'Conner

The UI Soccer Club showed strong supporting skills in all aspects of the game, making an excellent lineup to move into second place in the Eastern Iowa Soccer League championships, despite coming up short against the Crete Regional.

After building a 1-1 tie, the UI club made a move in the second half to lead the game and win the overall title. The game was a Round of 16 match, with the Crete Regional playing to win.

Oscar Gersky really played a great game, according to Burke. When he had the ball, we couldn't defend him out, Burke said. Oscar made it tough to pass and move long range.

Burke also had a go-to move for a wide pass, but Woulard did not elaborate. The club's move took place at 8:00 a.m. Iowa time, before the first game began. Burke, as well as UI Women's Soccer League summer championships, was critical. Burke, as well as UI Women's Soccer League summer championships, was critical.

The UI club seized a second chance in the first half of the game, and the Comets scored the second goal.

An un.denied UI Soccer Club player receives the directional of the board with a head shot. The Southern Eastern Iowa Soccer League season championship was made up of 17 sports. The Comets' victory was in the last game of the season, but the game was a 7-0 victory, a 1-0 victory, and a 1-0 victory.

The Comets' victory was in the last game of the season. When the Comets' victory was in the last game, the Comets' victory was in the last game. When the Comets' victory was in the last game, the Comets' victory was in the last game.

As each president uses her personal approach, Burke said, "They have been successful. At this point, we are where we want to be in Iowa City."

Several other activities will be held during the week.

Sports
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